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The Chris Freeman Meccano and Vintage Toy Collection 
Models 

3001. Meccano factory display model of a Motor Car Chassis circa 1959/60 mounted on a wooden grey base measuring 21 x 
12" (53cm x 31cm approx), finished using red, green and blue Meccano with built-in electric motor which drives the rear wheels 
through a number of gears. Meccano panel to the front damaged and overall would benefit from a clean. Good to Good Plus. 

 £150 - £200 

3002. Meccano 1950's Giant Block Setting Crane built using red and green Meccano in 3 basic sections including plaque 
mounted on wooden base, crane base and boom. Crane is operated by 2 1980's electric motors. Would benefit from an overall 
clean, condition generally Good to Good Plus. 

 £260 - £360 

3003. Meccano model of a Tramcar built using 1920's nickel parts, unpowered and using brass pulleys for wheels. Would 
benefit from a light clean otherwise generally Good. 

 £30 - £50 

3004. Large Meccano model of a Traction Engine, part dismantled. This has been built using red, green, yellow and blue 
Meccano parts, it is split into 5 separate parts including body, front wheels, individual rear wheels and traction engine roof. Will 
require a little work but nevertheless an interesting model. Good to Good Plus. 

 £150 - £200 

Dealers Cabinets 

3005. Meccano pre-war dealers 6-drawer sloping front cabinet with blue/gold parts under the glass front panel. Includes 
headboard. There are a variety of parts in each of the drawers, condition varies from Fair to Good in overpainted cabinet with 
repainted headboard. 

 £180 - £240 

3006. Pre-war Dealer Cabinet 6-drawer sloping front with red and green panel, includes various parts. 

 £180 - £240 
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3007. Meccano 1950's 6-drawer refurbished Dealers Cabinet in maroon with headboard and parts card. Includes a quantity of 
general parts in mostly red and green, Fair to Good Plus.  (qty) 

 £180 - £200 

3008. Meccano 1920's dealers garden frame cabinet in dark oak refinished with a gold Meccano logo. Internal cabinet 
complete with partitions and parts list. Date coded 4/26. Good to Good Plus. 

 £260 - £320 

3009. Meccano 1920's dealers cabinet bottom drawer base with gold lettering to 3 sides "Meccano Accessory Parts 
Meccano" complete with single drawer which was introduced to accept the new 18 1/2" and 24 1/2" angle girders. Overall Good 
to Good Plus. 

 £140 - £180 

3010. Meccano early 1930's dealer or salesman parts assortment box similar to the outfits of the time but includes a number 
of parts including nuts & bolts, buffers, angle girders, pulleys and a number of other items, some still in original packaging all 
contained in a box with "Parts Assortment" round label to the box lid. Contents Excellent to Near Mint in Good box. 

 £100 - £140 

3011. Meccano 1950's/60's oak dealer 6-drawer cabinet with headboard and parts card. Includes many parts including a 
quantity of refinished blue and gold, includes angle girders, flexible plates, wheels, nuts & bolts, circular parts and other items 
all contained in this 6-drawer cabinet marked from A to F. Contents Good to Excellent. 

 £260 - £300 

Meccano Pre-War Outfits 

3012. Meccano circa 1920 No.2 Storage Box, a very rare box with a number of good quality nickel parts, includes 2 internal 
drawers and a "Meccano" gold and red transfer to the bottom of the storage box. 

 £600 - £800 

3013. Meccano No.5/6 Outfits circa 1908/1910 with a number of tunnel key fixing parts, also includes a number of originally 
wrapped Meccano strips. Transfer labels to the top and inside hinged lid. Contents generally Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £300 - £400 

3014. Meccano pair of No.5/5A early 1908/1910 Outfits including tunnel key fixing parts. No.5 Outfit with paper coloured 
labels to top and inside lid 5A Set circa 1908/1911 with gold "Meccano 5A" transfer to the top and inside of the lid. Contents 
Excellent in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (2) 

 £400 - £600 

3015. Meccano No.5 Outfit circa 1911 with a number of key fixing parts. "Gold Meccano" and Meccano No.5 transfer to the 
top and underside of the lid. Contents generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Good box. 

 £260 - £320 

3016. Meccano pair of Outfits consisting of a No.4 circa 1911/15 includes a number of parts including some packeted nuts & 
bolts and other parts. Excellent in Fair to Good box together with a 4A wooden box Outfit with a number of key fixing parts and 
gold "Meccano 4A" transfers to top and underside of the lid. Good Plus to Excellent.  (2) 

 £360 - £400 
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3017. Meccano pair of Sets consisting of No.3 and 4 circa 1914. No.3 Set contains tinned black strips and girders, contents 
generally Good Plus in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £200 - £300 

3018. Meccano pair of Outfits including a Inventors Outfit A and No.2 with a small number of parts still originally wrapped with 
construction booklet dated 4/10. Contents Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus boxes. 

 £100 - £120 

3019. Meccano No.5 Outfit circa 1914 Cabinet with lift out tray. Number of parts including a wheel card. Contents Good Plus 
to Excellent, box Good to Good Plus with gold Meccano No.6 transfer to top and underside of the box lid. 

 £200 - £260 

3020. Meccano export No.5A nickel outfit with parts including wire screwdriver, collector shoes and other items. Contents 
generally Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent box. 

 £100 - £120 

The Freeman Collection 
Meccano Pre-War Outfits 

3021. Meccano No.5 nickel Outfit and includes original long wire screwdriver, wheel cards and parts. Contents generally 
Excellent in Good Plus box. 

 £180 - £220 

3022. Meccano No.4 nickel Outfit with original wheel card. Contents generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent box. 

 £200 - £240 

3023. Meccano No.5 wooden Cabinet Outfit with all nickel parts. Contents generally Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent 
wooden box, Meccano transfer to the underside of the lid transfer original. 

 £160 - £200 

3024. Meccano No.6 Outfit in wooden cabinet with nickel parts. Original wheel card, some corrosion to nickel parts otherwise 
Excellent in Good Plus box with Meccano No.6 transfer to the lid base and underside. 

 £260 - £320 

3025. Mechanics Made Easy Outfit 1A with over labelled "Mechanics Accessory Outfit" across the box lid. Contents circa 
1907/08 Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent box. 

 £600 - £800 

3026. Mechanics Made Easy Outfit B includes a number of parts generally Good Plus with instructions circa 1903/05. 
Excellent 

 £800 - £1000 

3027. Mechanics Made Easy Outfit A with a number of very early Meccano tinned strips and girders. Lid is loose, contents 
Excellent in Good Plus tin. 

 £300 - £500 
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3028. Meccano No.6A Oak Cabinet Outfit with a number of nickel parts including original side lever motor, shuttle, electrical 
outfit parts, wheel card, special screwdriver and other parts, includes manual for electrical outfits dated 7/20. Contents Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint in Excellent box. 

 £600 - £800 

3029. Meccano extremely rare circa 1924 No.7 Oak Cabinet with nickel parts, many parts still originally wrapped. Includes 
side lever motor, circular parts, Meccano Sets, string and a large quantity of other items with instruction booklet dated 11/24, 
Meccano mechanism booklet dated 7/26, together with many special leaflets including Meccano Guild Motor Car Chassis leaflet 
dated 5/25, Electrical Outfit and other leaflets dated 1920 to 1924. Contents are Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent box 
with Meccano No.7 gold transfer to the top and underside of the lid. 

 £2500 - £3600 

3030. Meccano "The New Meccano" circa 1928 No.5 Outfit with parts in dark red and green. Parts strung to original backing 
cards and includes instructions for Outfits 00 to 3 date coded 10/28, Outfits 4 to 7 date coded 5/28 and standard mechanisms, 
contents are Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent box. 

 £300 - £360 

3031. Meccano No.6 Outfit circa 1927 with dark red and green parts. Some parts restrung to none original card. Includes 
instructions for Book No.1 and Standard Mechanisms. Contents Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus box. 

 £360 - £420 

3032. Meccano No.6 Outfit in green cabinet with dark red and green parts, circa 1929 includes Digger Bucket and other parts 
with Super Model leaflets and bound instructions book. Contents Good to Excellent in Good to Good Plus box with gold 
Meccano and No.6 transfer to box lid top and underside. 

 £460 - £600 

3033. Meccano No.6A Outfit in green cabinet, circa 1929. Includes special order nickel parts including electric motor, 
clockwork motor, boom and other parts. Most parts in nickel with the electric and clockwork motors with red side plates. 
Contents Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good Plus to Excellent box with Meccano No.6A in gold lettering to top and underside of 
the lid. 

 £700 - £900 

3034. Meccano No.5A Outfit with parts in dark red and green circa 1931. Parts include channel segments and green No.168. 
Contents Fair to Good Plus box, damage to box lid otherwise Fair to Good. 

 £140 - £180 

3035. Meccano No.3 Outfit "The New Meccano" circa 1929, parts in dark green, red and grey. Parts restrung to original 
backing boards and includes instructions for 00 to 3 date coded 6/29 and standard mechanism date coded 5/29. All containing 
in a Good Plus box. 

 £180 - £240 

3036. Meccano No.4A Outfit with dark red and green parts circa 1932. Contents generally Excellent with instruction booklet 
date coded 6/32 all contained in a Good box. 

 £100 - £140 

3037. Meccano No.2A Outfit with parts in dark red and green, circa 1929/30. Some parts still originally strung to backing 
board. Contents Good to Good Plus. 

 £80 - £100 
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3038. Meccano pair of Outfits consisting of 000 circa 1933 with a number of cardboard cut-out parts and special leaflet 
together with instructions date coded 10/33, contents generally Good Plus to Excellent in Excellent box, the lot also includes 
Outfit 2A circa 1934 with red, green and plum blue parts. Contents Good to Excellent in Good Plus box.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

3039. French Meccano Outfit special connection letters to numbers blue G to D period. All parts are loose, Good Plus with 
instruction booklet A to E and date coded 9/35. 

 £160 - £180 

3040. Meccano No.3-F Outfit special connection from lettered to numbers blue and gold outfit, parts restrung to original 
backing board. Contents Excellent in Good Plus box. 

 £160 - £180 

3041. Meccano No.3A Outfit circa 1934 with red, green and plum blue parts. Includes special screwdriver, some parts 
restrung to original backing cards. Contents Good Plus to Excellent in torn Fair box. 

 £120 - £180 

3042. Meccano Accessory Outfit H9 special connecting outfit from lettered to numbered with a number of red and gold parts. 
Includes a boxed No.1 clockwork motor. Contents Good Plus to Excellent in rare box with "H9 converts outfit H to outfit No.9" 
small black on white label to the box lid. 

 £300 - £400 

3043. Meccano extremely rare circa 1938 export (Dutch) K10 special connecting outfit for lettered to number sets. Contents 
are Excellent to Excellent Plus and includes instructions for Outfits No.9 and 10 and date coded 5/38. Extremely rare set. 

 £800 - £1000 

3044. Meccano pair of blue and gold Outfits consisting of No.3 with a number of loose parts and instruction booklet date 
coded 10/37 together with Outfit No.5A, loose parts with instructions and date coded 7/37.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3045. Meccano pair of Outfits consisting of a No.1 with parts restrung to backing board and includes instructions date coded 
1/40 and Outfit No.6A, contents generally Good in Good to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £100 - £120 

3046. Meccano No.5A blue and gold Outfit converts 5 to 6 or Outfit D to 6. Contents Good Plus to Excellent with Excellently 
instructions date coded 5/38, all contained in a No.5A box with black printed label stating "5A converts to No.5 to 6 or Outfit D to 
6" to box lid. 

 £80 - £100 

3047. Meccano Outfit No.4 blue and gold, contents Good Plus to Excellent circa 1938 with instruction booklet dated 12/38 in 
Good box. 

 £60 - £80 

3048. Meccano No.5 Outfit with parts in blue and gold, all restrung to backing board, contents generally Good Plus to 
Excellent with instructions date coded 10/37 in Good Plus box. 

 £120 - £140 
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3049. Meccano Outfit No.6 with all parts in blue and gold. Contents generally Good to Good Plus all restrung to backing 
board and includes instructions for Outfit No.6 date coded 1/40 all contained in a Good to Good Plus box. 

 £120 - £140 

3050. Meccano No.7A blue and gold Outfit many parts restrung to backing board which includes special wheel card, 
screwdriver and boxed clockwork motor. Contents Good Plus to Excellent with instructions date coded 1/40 all contained in an 
Excellent box. 

 £260 - £300 

3051. Meccano Outfit No.8A with blue and gold parts, some parts strung to original backing cards, includes small part boxes. 
Contents generally Excellent to Excellent Plus and includes instructions date coded 7/37 in Good Plus. 

 £360 - £400 

3052. Meccano No.9A blue and gold Outfits circa 1938. Includes boxed Digger Bucket, E120 motor, flywheels, large flanged 
rings and other parts. Contents Excellent to Excellent Plus and includes instructions for Outfits 9 and 10 and date coded 5/38. A 
rare set in this condition. 

 £900 - £1100 

3053. Meccano No.9 blue and gold Outfit in green cabinet. Includes original wheel cards, small part boxes, special 
screwdriver and other parts. Contents Good to Excellent and includes instructions for Outfits No.6, 7 and 8 and 9 and 10 all 
dated 1938 all contained in a Good Plus green cabinet with Meccano and Outfit No.9 lettering to box lid and underside. 

 £800 - £900 

3054. Meccano blue and gold No.10 Outfit in green cabinet circa 1941 with boxed Digger Bucket, E1 motor, E20B motor, 
No.1 clockwork motor, original wheel card and Mazac black and red road wheels. A rare set with instructions for Outfits 6, 7 and 
8 and 9 and 10 all dated 3/41. A rare and interesting set. 

 £1800 - £2200 

3055. Meccano trio of blue and gold Outfits consisting of Aa one with parts restrung to backing card, some damp damage to 
one side otherwise contents Excellent, further set with loose parts Good Plus with instructions and 0a set with loose pars and 
instructions. Good to Good Plus in Good Plus boxes.  (3) 

 £80 - £120 

3056. Meccano Outfit Ga all parts in blue and gold, contents Good to Excellent with instruction manual F2L date coded 8/34. 

 £120 - £140 

3057. Meccano Outfit E in blue and gold, parts are loose but do include backing board, contents Excellent to Excellent Plus 
with instructions for Outfits 02E and date coded 6/36. All contained in an Excellent box with a Meccano Outfit E labelled to the 
underside of the box lid dated 8/34 together with the Meccano Limited Liverpool date coded 10/34. 

 £180 - £220 

3058. Meccano Outfit F in blue and gold, parts are loose but does include backing board, contents for A2E date coded 8/34, 
Outfits F to L dated 8/34 and standard mechanisms date coded 11/34, all contained in a Fair to Good box. 

 £180 - £220 

3059. Meccano Outfit G in blue and gold with 2 lift out trays many parts are loose, condition generally Good to Excellent and 
includes a number of instructions for Outfits A to E and F to L date coded 6/36, standard mechanisms date 8/35 and Meccano 
parts and how to use them date coded 7/35, all contained in a Fair to Good box. 

 £280 - £300 
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3060. Meccano Outfit "K" in green cabinet with blue and gold parts. Includes special screwdriver, large flanged ring amongst 
other items together with a bound manual and super model leaflets. Contents are Good to Good Plus in Good Plus box with 
Meccano in gold lettering to box lid and underside. 

 £600 - £800 

3061. Meccano Outfit "L" in green cabinet with blue and gold parts. All parts and cabinet have been expertly restored and 
includes an original shuttle, 20 volt motor, digger bucket, box No.2 clockwork motor and many other parts. Set also includes 
bound instructions. This is an exceptionally rare set and restored to a very high standard. 

 £1800 - £2200 

3062. Meccano circa 1915 Inventors Set. Includes carded section. Parts generally Excellent in Fair to Good repair box. 

 £60 - £80 

3063. Meccano rare "Special Inventors" Outfit. Parts in grey and dark red all restrung to backing board, this is a rare set circa 
1929 and one of very few known to exist. Contents are Excellent in Good box. 

 £400 - £600 

3064. Meccano Mechanised Army Outfit with a number of parts restrung to backing board. Contents generally Good Plus to 
Excellent and includes foldout instructions. All contained in a Good Plus box with Meccano mechanised army red and yellow 
label to top left hand corner of the box lid. 

 £280 - £320 

Meccano Post-War Outfits 

3065. Meccano No.10 Outfit circa 1973 with zinc, blue and yellow parts. Appears unused Near Mint to Mint with all instruction 
booklets. 

 £800 - £1000 

3066. Meccano No.10 Outfit 3-drawer circa 1978 with all parts in dark blue, dark yellow and zinc. Believed to be complete, 
appears little or unused with some additional parts. Near Mint in Excellent box. 

 £700 - £900 

3067. Meccano No.10 4-drawer Cabinet with a number of parts in red and green, includes flexible plates, circular parts, 
boilers, brassware, gears, tin boxes with nuts & bolts, No.10 Special Outfit instructions, instructions for Outfit 6, 7, 8 and 9 date 
coded 1954. Contents Excellent Plus in Excellent box. 

 £500 - £700 

3068. Meccano Outfit No.10 in dark wooden cabinet circa early 1950's. All parts in red and green, some corrosion around 
stringing with restringing and re-carding. Contents are Excellent and includes instructions for Outfits 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, 9 and 
10 dated for the late 1940's and early 1950's. Contained in a Excellent dark wood cabinet with gold Outfit No.10 to box lid and 
underside (note box lid transfer reproduction). 

 £800 - £1000 

3069. Meccano No.9A Outfit circa 1949 with all parts in red and green. Contents are Excellent to Excellent Plus with many 
parts originally strung. Includes instructions for Outfit No.10 date coded 7/49, all contained in an Excellent box although box 
corners have been taped. 

 £700 - £900 
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3070. Meccano No.9 Outfit with parts in red and green circa 1951. All parts originally strung to backing cards, contents 
Excellent to Near Mint with instructions for Outfits 6, 7, 8 and 9 date coded 10/50 and 6/51 all contained in a Good to Good Plus 
box. 

 £300 - £500 

3071. Meccano Outfit No.8 with all parts in red and green. Appears factory strung and unused circa 1949. Includes 
instructions for Outfits No.6 and 7 and 8 date coded 4 and 10/49 all contained in a Good Plus box. 

 £200 - £300 

3072. Meccano No.8A Outfit with all parts in red and green circa 1950's, all appear factory strung and unused, Near Mint to 
Mint with instructions for Outfit No.9 date coded 6/50 in Good to Good Plus box. 

 £80 - £100 

3073. Meccano No.7A Outfit with all parts in red and green. Appears factory strung, would benefit from a light clean but 
otherwise Near Mint in Good Plus box, includes instructions for Outfits for 7 and 8 and dated 4/49. 

 £80 - £120 

3074. Meccano Outfit No.7 all parts in light green and red, all factory strung and all parts appear unused, includes instructions 
for Outfits 6 and 7/8 date coded 10/57 and 3/60 all contained in a Good Plus to Excellent box. 

 £100 - £140 

3075. Meccano pair of Accessory Sets consisting of 5A and 6A with all red and green parts circa 1954, both sets appear 
factory strung, contents Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes with instructions.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

3076. Meccano Outfit No.9 circa 1959, all parts restrung to non original boards, contents are Excellent to Excellent Plus in 
Good Plus box with instructions for Outfits 6, 7/8 and 9 date coded 1958 and 59. 

 £300 - £360 

3077. Meccano Outfit No.9A circa 1959 in light red and green. Parts restrung to non original backing boards, contents 
Excellent to Excellent Plus and includes instructions for Outfits 7/8 and 9 and date coded 57 and 59. 

 £60 - £80 

3078. Meccano quantity of 1950's Outfits consisting of 0A x 4, 1A, 00 x 2, 2, 2A, 3A x 2 and No.3. Contents vary but generally 
Good Plus to Excellent Plus most sets with instructions, contents Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (12) 

 £80 - £120 

3079. Meccano late issue "Master Engineers Outfit" circa 1969 with parts in yellow, black and zinc. All factory strung, 
contents Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent box base, box lid is non original. The outfit includes instructions for Outfits 1, 2/3, 
4, 5, 6 and 7/8 together with special models leaflet. 

 £260 - £300 

3080. Meccano Elektrikit Outfit. Appears unused, slight corrosion on some zinc parts otherwise Near Mint, tears to box lid 
edges otherwise Good to Good Plus. 

 £80 - £100 

French & Export Outfits 
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3081. Meccano No.2A Spanish export set with parts in dark red and green. Some parts still with original Meccano tissue 
wrappers. Contents Good Plus to Excellent with a number of instruction manuals including 0 to 3, No.7 and a number of others. 
Contained in a Good to Good Plus box with Meccano Spanish label to the box lid and Meccano to a set label to one end. 

 £80 - £100 

3082. French Meccano Outfit No.2 circa 1954, contents are Excellent Plus to Near Mint all strung to backing board together 
with No.2 instructions date coded 1954. Included with this lot is Outfit No.3 all parts strung to backing board and includes 
manual date coded 1954. Contents Near Mint in Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £80 - £120 

3083. French Meccano Outfit No.5 circa 1959. All parts originally strung to backing board, contents Near Mint with 
instructions dated 1959, repairs to 2 box lid sides otherwise box Good Plus. 

 £120 - £140 

3084. French Meccano Outfit No.7 most parts still strung to backing boards and some parts still factory wrapped. Contents 
Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Good Plus box base, box lid has been expertly restored with reproduction label. 

 £100 - £140 

American Outfits 

3085. American Meccano No.4 Outfit in wooden cabinet and includes electric motor, parts card and manual for Outfits 00 to 
3X and date coded 6/28. Contents are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good Plus box. 

 £140 - £180 

3086. American Meccano Outfit No.4 circa 1925 with all nickel parts including electric motor, wheel card, small part boxes 
and other items. Included are instructions for Outfits 0 to 3 and 4 to 6, copyright dated 1924 and 1925, all contained in a Good 
Plus to Excellent box. 

 £180 - £220 

3087. American Meccano No.3X Outfit green painted wooden cabinet. Parts in red and green and include green electric 
motor, digger bucket, boiler etc, includes instructions for Outfits 4 to 6, contents Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus box with 
gold and red "Meccano the toy that made engineering famous amongst boys" and No.3X label to the box lid. 

 £180 - £240 

3088. American Meccano very rare green wooden cabinet circa 1932 "Shipbuilding Outfit". Includes hull, funnels, electric 
motor and other parts. Contents generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Good wooden cabinet. 

 £700 - £900 

Meccano Constructor/Non 
Constructor Cars 

3089. Meccano No.1 Non Constructor Car in blue with cream mudguards, slight fading to red seat, would benefit from a 
general clean, Good Plus to Excellent contained in a Good Plus box with blue spot to one end. 

 £800 - £1000 
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3090. Meccano No.1 Constructor Car in blue and red, missing one wheel disc, some general wear throughout, Good Plus 
contained in a No.1 French Constructor Car box with English instructions date coded 5/34. 

 £200 - £300 

3091. Meccano No.2 Constructor Car with parts in red and blue. All strung to original backing boards. Contents generally 
Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus box. 

 £800 - £1200 

3092. Meccano No.2 Constructor Car in black and red with driver. Some general wear throughout Good Plus on a 
reproduction Meccano car stand in yellow with Meccano gold lettering to both sides. 

 £700 - £900 

3093. Meccano No.2 Constructor Car finished in cream and red with driver. Overall condition is generally Excellent and 
includes reproduction stand in yellow with gold Meccano lettering to both sides. 

 £700 - £900 

3094. Meccano No.2 Constructor Car in light green and yellow, boat-tail version with driver. Includes reproduction stand in 
yellow with gold Meccano lettering to both sides. Overall Excellent. 

 £800 - £1000 

Meccano Boats 

3095. Meccano Speedboat "Swift". In cream, green and yellow, overall generally Excellent with Hornby Speedboat and 
Racing Boat leaflets dated 1 and 11/35 contained in Good Plus box. 

 £100 - £140 

3096. Meccano Speedboat Racer II. Finished in two-tone blue and cream, Good Plus in Fair to Good box with key. 

 £120 - £180 

3097. Meccano Limousine Boat in green and cream, part repainting of the green particularly hull and lining. Good to Good 
Plus. 

 £80 - £120 

3098. Meccano/Hornby 1st Issue Boat in blue and cream with red lining. Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good box. 

 £80 - £100 

Meccano Aeroplanes 

3099. Meccano 00 Monoplane in blue and cream with pilot, includes RAF roundels and includes wartime box date coded 
1/42. Good Plus. 

 £80 - £120 
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3100. Meccano Special Aeroplane Constructor Outfit No.1aS with parts in red, cream and blue all restrung to original backing 
board, contents have been used generally Good to Good Plus and includes instructions date coded 10/33 all contained in a Fair 
to Good box. 

 £120 - £180 

3101. Meccano Dutch export No.9 Plane Set with parts all restrung to an original backing board. All parts in red and cream, 
generally Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus box with foldout leaflet for Set No.9 printed in 2 languages and dated 10/32. 

 £180 - £240 

3102. Meccano a pair of No.2 Aeroplanes clockwork motors consisting of one example with leaflet date coded 11/36, 
Excellent in Good box together with a Dutch export version Excellent in Excellent box with instructions date coded 6/33.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

3103. Meccano Aeroplane Constructor 6 Airplane Pilots. 2 in light green, 1 in dark green, 2 in red and 1 in blue. Overall 
Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent box. 

 £80 - £120 

Elektron/Kemex 

3104. Meccano Elektron No.1 Outfit with instructions date coded 5/33. Contents are Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good Plus 
to Excellent box. 

 £100 - £140 

3105. Meccano Elektron No.2 Outfit, missing cardboard plates otherwise appears complete, contents Good Plus to Excellent 
with instructions date coded 9/36. All contained in a Excellent box with "Products of Meccano Limited Liverpool" label to the top 
of the box lid. 

 £160 - £200 

3106. Meccano Elektron large size No.2 set many parts restrung to non original card. Contents generally Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus and includes instructions date coded 11/33 all contained in a Good Plus box with "Products of Meccano Limited 
Liverpool" label to the top of the box lid. 

 £300 - £340 

3107. Kemex No.3 French label set with English contents. Contents are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus, tape repairs 
and one side flap replaced otherwise Fair box. 

 £200 - £260 

3108. Kemex No.3L Set, some corrosion to chemicals otherwise generally Good to Good Plus in Fair repaired box with 
instructions date coded 5/33. 

 £200 - £280 

The Chris Freeman Meccano and Vintage Toy Collection 
Meccano Parts & Associated Items 
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3109. Meccano pair of boxed items consisting of No.169 Digger Bucket in grey, Excellent in Good box together with Part 
No.131 boxed Dredger Buckets (6), Excellent in Excellent box.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

3110. Meccano "K's" Oil Can. Excellent. 

 £60 - £80 

3111. Meccano Part No.167 red and gold geared roller bearing. Excellent in Good box. 

 £180 - £240 

3112. Meccano Steam Engine includes burner and spanner, base overpainted in blue otherwise Excellent in Good to Good 
Plus box. 

 £300 - £400 

3113. Meccano large quantity of loose brassware including gears and other items. Excellent.  (qty) 

 £100 - £140 

3114. Meccano large quantity of blue and gold loose parts including 18 1/2 and 24 1/2" angled girders, dredger buckets, fans, 
boilers, flexible plates and other items. Condition varies generally Fair to Good.  (lg qty) 

 £80 - £120 

3115. Meccano large quantity of loose blue and gold parts including 18 1/2 and 24 1/2" angle girders, pans, dredger buckets, 
flat plates, boilers, brassware and a quantity of other items. Condition varies generally Fair to Good.  (lg qty) 

 £80 - £120 

Meccano and other Motors 

3116. Meccano No.1 Motor produced by Marklin and stamped Made in Wurtenberg. Overall Excellent with key and 16-page 
instruction booklet printed in 3 languages. Excellent. 

 £40 - £60 

3117. Meccano No.2 clockwork motor produced by Marklin and stamped Germany Made in Wurtenberg. Excellent with key 
and 16-page instruction booklet circa 1912. 

 £180 - £240 

3118. Meccano No.2 clockwork Motor made by Marklin and stamped Made in Wurtenberg, usual rare version with black side 
plates and 4 language instruction leaflet with key in Fair box with 16-page instruction booklet. 

 £80 - £100 

3119. Meccano High Voltage circa 1928 Motor with red side plates. Overall Excellent in Fair box. 

 £100 - £150 
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3120. French Meccano for the UK Market Hump-Back Motor circa 1925, black side plates. Excellent. 

 £100 - £140 

3121. Meccano High Voltage circa 1926/27 Motor with black side plates. French market version. Excellent. 

 £80 - £120 

3122. Meccano pair of nickel period motors consisting of an E1 and E3 circa 1915/16. Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good 
Plus boxes.  (2) 

 £100 - £140 

3123. Meccano pair of Electric Motors consisting of an E1 6 volt with red side plates, Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good box 
together with a No.1 electric motor, Good to Good Plus in Good Plus box.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

3124. Meccano pair of electric Motors consisting of an E6 with red side plates circa 1932, Excellent with instruction leaflet in 
Good box together with a E20B with blue side plates Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus box.  (2) 

 £100 - £140 

3125. Meccano Rheostat in dark red with Fabrique en Angleterre transfer black and gold to the base. Complete with original 
flex and light fitting. Excellent. 

 £80 - £120 

3126. Meccano vertical Steam Engine circa 1918/20 in black and red with "M LTD L" round gold transfer to the rear of the 
plant. Complete with burner and instruction leaflet all contained in a original box with model "Steam Engine" label to one end 
and old presentation label to the box lid. A rare and interesting item, overall condition Excellent. 

 £800 - £1200 

3127. Meccano pre-war Dinky Builder Outfit No.2 with parts in red and green. Parts have been restrung to original backing 
board, some damp damage to parts otherwise Good Plus to Excellent together with instruction booklet date coded 10/38 and 
test guarantee slip dated 11/38 all contained in a Fair to Good box. 

 £60 - £80 

3128. Meccano Dinky Builder post-war Sets consisting of Set No.1, slight damp damage to parts otherwise Near Mint with 
instruction booklet and guarantee slip dated 8/58, further example together with a Outfit No.2 parts strung to original backing 
board, contents Near Mint in Excellent box with instructions and date coded 6/58 in Good to Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £80 - £100 

3129. Bayko pre-war Set C box of ornamental editions, contents generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good to Good Plus 
box with old Christmas label. 

 £180 - £220 

3130. Bayko quantity of pre-war loose parts including roofs, bricks, plates, windows, doors and other parts. Overall generally 
Good Plus to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £80 - £140 

3131. Bayko pre-war Light Construction Set No.3 or similar with a number of parts in red, white, brown and green, including 
corner bricks. Contents generally Good Plus to Excellent in Fair box. 

 £80 - £140 
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3132. Bayko large Light Construction Set possibly No.4 pre-war with a large number of pre and post-war parts including 
corner bricks, bases, windows, doors and other parts. Contents are generally Good to Good Plus in Poor box. 

 £100 - £160 

3133. Bayko post-war Building Sets consisting of No.1, No.3 and No.3X with parts in white, red and green and includes 
instruction booklets. Contents Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

3134. Bayko group of post-war Building Sets consisting of No.0, No.1, No.2, No.3 and 3X. Contents Excellent to Near Mint in 
Good to Excellent boxes.  (4) 

 £80 - £100 

3135. Bayko group of post-war Building Sets consisting of No.3 and 3X. Contents generally Good Plus to Excellent in Poor to 
Fair boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3136. Meccano Outfit No.10 dark wood empty box. Includes 2 internal lift out trays, with full partitions all contained in a dark 
wood box with Meccano Outfit No.10 in gold to box lid and underside. Excellent. 

 £150 - £200 

3137. Meccano quantity of pre-war empty boxes many blue and gold Outfits including Outfit H, OOB, O, 4A, 9A and a 
number of others. An ideal lot for the Meccano collector, condition throughout generally Fair.  (11) 

 £80 - £100 

3138. Meccano a quantity of empty post-war boxes consisting of No.9 x 2, 9A, 4, 5A, 6A and a number of others. Condition 
varies but generally Good to Good Plus an ideal lot for the Meccano collector.  (12) 

 £60 - £80 

Hornby O Gauge 

3139. Hornby O Gauge early No.1 0-4-0 Tank Loco LNER green 0-4-0, clockwork. Overall Good Plus with instructions date 
coded 125 with key contained in a Fair leatherette style box. 

 £80 - £100 

3140. Hornby O Gauge 0-4-0 Loco and Tender LNWR black No.2710, clockwork. Early version with brass buffers to front and 
rear of loco and tender. Swan neck type clockwork mechanism. Good to Good Plus. 

 £80 - £120 

3141. Hornby O Gauge 0-4-0 Loco and Tender Midland maroon No.2710, clockwork. Loco mechanism fitted with 2 
replacement wheels. Overall generally Good. 

 £70 - £100 

3142. Hornby O Gauge 0-4-0 Loco and Tender No.2710, clockwork. Loco and tender have been expertly repainted and 
transferred. Mechanism re-wheeled and fitted with reproduction cylinder rods. 

 £80 - £100 
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3143. Hornby O Gauge 4-4-0 Loco and Tender LMS maroon No.2711, clockwork. One coupling detached, some 
over/repainting to black parts. Fair to Good. 

 £80 - £100 

3144. Hornby O Gauge Metropolitan 0-4-0 high voltage 3-rail electric Loco. Buffer beams/buffers, repainted otherwise 
Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £150 - £200 

3145. Hornby O Gauge No.2 Special 4-4-0 Loco and Tender LMS maroon "Compound" No.1185, 20 volt electric. Loco has 
been expertly repainted, lined and transferred and contained in a reproduction box. 

 £260 - £300 

3146. Hornby O Gauge E320 4-4-2 Loco and Tender LMS maroon "Royal Scot" No.6100, 20 volt electric. Loco and tender 
have been expertly repainted, lined and transferred and contained in a reproduction box. 

 £150 - £200 

3147. Hornby O Gauge early green and cream No.2 Pullman Coach. Appears all original, sides are Excellent to Excellent 
Plus, roof is Excellent. 

 £80 - £100 

3148. Hornby O Gauge early green and cream Dining Saloon. Appears all original, sides are Excellent to Excellent Plus, roof 
is Excellent. 

 £80 - £100 

3149. Hornby O Gauge Metropolitan All 1st Coach. Some retouching to one side otherwise sides are Excellent to Excellent 
Plus contained in reproduction box. 

 £80 - £120 

3150. Hornby O Gauge Metropolitan All 3rd Brake End Coach. Some retouching to one side otherwise sides are Excellent to 
Excellent Plus, roof possibly over varnished. 

 £80 - £100 

3151. Hornby O Gauge pair of LMS Saloon Coaches consisting of All 1st, sides are Excellent to Excellent Plus, roof Excellent 
together with a further example sides and roof Good.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

3152. Hornby O Gauge pair of LNER All 1st Saloon Coaches. Both have been expertly repainted, lined and transferred.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

3153. Hornby O Gauge pair of GWR Corridor Coaches consisting of 1st/3rd and Brake 3rd. Sides are Fair, roof expertly 
repainted.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

3154. Hornby O Gauge pair of early No.2 Special Pullman Coaches consisting of "Iolanthe" and Brake End Coach "Arcadia". 
Sides are Fair to Good, roofs are Fair.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 
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3155. Hornby O Gauge No.4 "Wembley" Station. Version with speckled finish. Overall Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent 
box with Wembley sticker to one end. 

 £100 - £140 

3156. Hornby O Gauge No.2E Signal Gantry. Version with blue base and finials. Good to Good Plus. 

 £100 - £140 

3157. Hornby O Gauge trio of Railway Accessories consisting of No.2 Globe, some retouching to lattice post, No.1 Globe and 
Loading Gauge both expertly repainted.  (3) 

 £70 - £100 

Further O Gauge 

3158. Fred Newman O Gauge pair of LNER Coaches consisting of Royal Mail No.2151, Excellent to Excellent Plus contained 
in a Good Fred Newman box together with an unboxed LNER Buffet Car No.32372. Excellent.  (2) 

 £100 - £140 

3159. Fred Newman O Gauge pair of LNER Coaches consisting of Full Brake/Pigeon Van No.6768 and Royal Mail Coach 
No.4205. Latter in Westdale box.  Excellent.  (2) 

 £100 - £140 

3160. Fred Newman O Gauge pair of LNER Coaches consisting of Cinema Coach No.4041 with LNER Pathe Cinema Car 
Coachboards. Excellent in Newman box together with Restaurant Car All 3rd No.23890, bogies require refixing otherwise Good 
Plus to Excellent.  (2) 

 £80 - £120 

3161. Fred Newman O Gauge pair of LNER Coaches consisting of Full Brake No.7789, Excellent in Westdale box together 
with All 1st Restaurant Car No.2251. Excellent in a period box base.  (2) 

 £80 - £120 

3162. Kit/Scratchbuilt O Gauge Pullman Coach "Irene". Well built, heavily painted. 

 £40 - £80 

Finescale O Gauge 

3163. Lawrence Scale Models O Gauge Finescale LNER Newspaper Van No.2888. Near Mint with Lawrence Scale Models 
plaque to the underside and signed by the painter D Studley. 

 £120 - £180 

3164. Lawrence Scale Models O Gauge GWR Auto Coach No.187. Derek Lawrence plaque to the underside dated 2/6/86 
and signed by D Lawrence L Goddard and dated 86. All contained in period box. 

 £100 - £150 
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3165. Lawrence Scale Models O Gauge M&GN (Midland & Great Northern) All 3rd Coach No.12. Lawrence Scale Models 
plaque to the underside and dated 13/7/90, signed and painted D Studley 7/90. Will require some repair to running boards and 
coach roof otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £100 - £150 

3166. Lawrence Scale Models O Gauge LNWR Directors Saloon No.5280. Glazing to 2 windows and one underside cylinder 
detached otherwise generally Excellent. 

 £120 - £160 

3167. Lawrence Scale Models O Gauge M&CR (Maryport & Carlisle Railway) 4-wheel Horse Box No.4. Lawrence Scale 
Models plaque to the underside and dated 27/1/93. Near Mint. 

 £100 - £150 

3168. Kitbuilt O Gauge LBSCR (London Brighton & South Coast Railway) Coach brown No.297 Full brake. Excellent. 

 £80 - £120 

3169. Tower Models O Gauge LMS All 3rd Side Corridor Brake End Coach No.2147. Bing 2 LMS transfer to one side 
otherwise Excellent Plus with Kenard Models model No.257. 

 £80 - £120 

3170. Tower Models O Gauge 6-wheel LNWR All 3rd Passenger Coach. Some glazing and internal parts detached and 
coach roof lifting to one side. Sides generally Excellent plaque built and supplied by Tower Models Blackpool to the underside. 

 £70 - £100 

3171. Roxey and similar O Gauge pair of Kitbuilt LB&SCR (London Brighton & South Coast Railway) pair of early Coaches 
consisting of 6-wheel All 1st No.238 and Full Brake No.56. Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (2) 

 £100 - £140 

3172. Kitbuilt O Gauge LNWR pair of 6-wheeled LNWR Passenger Coaches consisting of All 3rd No.2122 and No.2157. 
Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (2) 

 £100 - £150 

3173. Kitbuilt O Gauge 4-6-0 Loco and Tender CR (Caledonian Railway) blue "Cardean" No.903, 2-rail Finescale electric. 
Overall Excellent to Excellent Plus with builders plaque to the underside stating "Supplied by Tower Models Blackpool". 
Excellent. 

 £400 - £500 

3174. Scottish Loco Works O Gauge 4-2-2 Loco and Tender CR (Caledonian Railway) blue Single No.123, 2-rail Finescale 
electric. Cab detail detached otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus with Scottish Loco Works transfer to the underside of the 
loco. Excellent. 

 £400 - £500 

3175. Kit/Scratchbuilt O Gauge 4-4-2 Loco and Tender Great Central lined green Atlantic, 2-rail Finescale electric. Loco and 
tender finished in lined green with crests to splashers, Great Crest Central lettering to tender sides. The loco has no running 
number to cab sides. Fitted with portescap or similar motor Excellent Plus. 

 £400 - £500 
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3176. Kit/Scratchbuilt O Gauge 4-4-0 Loco and Tender Midland maroon No.14489, 2-rail Finescale electric. Excellent to 
Excellent Plus. 

 £400 - £500 

3177. Kit/Scratchbuilt O Gauge 4-4-0 Loco and Tender GNSR (Glasgow North of Scotland Railway) lined green named 
"Gordon Highlander" No.49, 2-rail Finescale electric. Loco in lined green with Gordon Highlander nameplate over front splasher, 
running number 49 to cab side and GNSR to tender sides. Excellent. 

 £500 - £600 

3178. Scottish Loco Works O Gauge 2-2-2 Loco and Tender NBR (North British Railway) lined brown "Berwick" No.475, 2-rail 
Finescale electric. Berwick over splasher, running number 475 to cab side and NBR lettering to tender sides. Scottish Loco 
Works plaque to the underside of the loco. Excellent. 

 £400 - £500 

3179. Kit/Scratchbuilt O Gauge 4-4-0 Tank Loco NBR (North British Railways) lined brown No.494, 2-rail Finescale electric. 
NBR lettering to tank side and running number 494 to bunker sides. Cab roof is detachable to view. 

 £300 - £400 

3180. Kit/Scratchbuilt O Gauge 0-6-0 LBSC (London Brighton South Coast Railway) Class A1X Terrier Tank Loco No.137 
2-rail Finescale electric. 

 £260 - £300 

3181. Kitbuilt O Gauge 0-4-4 Tank Loco SDJR (Somerset & Dorset Joint Railway) lined blue No.32, 2-rail Finescale electric. 
Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £300 - £400 

3182. Kitbuilt O Gauge 4-2-4 LSWR (London South Western Railway) lined green Loco Class F9 "The Bug" No.733, 2-rail 
Finescale electric. Overall condition is Excellent to Excellent Plus with the loco finished in LSWR lined green and the rear 
portion finished in lined salmon pink. The loco includes crew and is fitted with a portescap or similar motor. Excellent. Only one 
of these locomotives was built in 1899 and withdrawn in 1940. An interesting prototype modelled here. 

 £400 - £500 

3183. Kitbuilt O Gauge MR (Midland Railway) Inspection Saloon No.02501. Superbly built and painted with open verandas to 
both ends. Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £120 - £180 

3184. Kitbuilt O Gauge West Coast Joint Railway 12-wheel 3rd Class Side Corridor Brake End Coach No.396. Near Mint in 
period box. 

 £120 - £160 

Marklin Construction Sets & Motors 

3185. Marklin 105 Construction Set with parts in blue, red, green and silver including road wheels, perforated strips, 
brassware, includes constructional electric motor and other parts many still attached to backing boards with lift out tray. 
Contents are Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent box. 

 £100 - £150 
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3186. Marklin No.101 and 102 Construction Sets with parts in green, red and blue, 101 Set contents are generally Good Plus 
to Excellent, 102 Set contents are Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £80 - £120 

3187. Marklin pair of Construction Sets consisting of No.2 with parts in green, red and blue, contents Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint in Excellent box together with Set 105/2 with parts in blue, black and red. Good to Good Plus with instructions in Fair box.  
(2) 

 £80 - £120 

3188. Marklin pair of Construction Sets consisting of Set No.4 with black finished and brassware together with Set 101 
Elevator Set with buckets and other parts. Parts are Good Plus in Fair box.  (2) 

 £60 - £90 

3189. Marklin pair of Construction Sets consisting of No.4 and 4A blackened parts with brassware, one with instruction 
manual. Contents Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

3190. Marklin Construction Set No.5 with parts in black together with brassware. All have been well used contents generally 
Fair to Good Plus in Poor to Fair box. 

 £40 - £60 

3191. Marklin pair of Construction Sets consisting of No.4 and 4A with parts in blue, green and red. Condition varies but 
generally Good to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £70 - £100 

3192. Marklin pair of Construction Sets consisting of 101 and 102 Elevator Sets with buckets, wheels and associated parts. 
Contents generally Good to Good Plus both with instruction booklets in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3193. Marklin pair of No.3A Construction Sets with parts in green, red and blue and includes brassware, one with instruction 
booklet. Contents vary but generally Good to Excellent in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £60 - £80 

3194. Marklin late issue No.1075 Construction Set appears unused Near Mint to Mint with instruction booklets/leaflets in 
Excellent box. 

 £40 - £80 

3195. Marklin No.1034 Construction Set. With parts in green, blue and red, contents generally Excellent in Good to Good 
Plus box. 

 £60 - £100 

3196. Marklin Modern Issue Catalogue Ref 10821 "Wiener Riesenrad" (Vienna Ferris Wheel) construction set in wooden box. 
Contents unchecked for completeness but generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent wooden box. 

 £200 - £300 

3197. Marklin modern issue 1079 Jrobbaukasten (Seaplane), appears unused Near Mint to Mint box with instruction leaflet, 
contents unchecked. 

 £200 - £300 
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3198. Marklin modern issue 1089 Eiffel Tower Anniversary Set (1889-1989), with instruction booklet, appears unused Near 
Mint contents unchecked in Near Mint wooden box. 

 £200 - £300 

3199. Marklin Reference 1301 Electric Construction Motor. Motor with red side plates and stamped 5502-13. Contents 
Excellent in Good Plus box. 

 £60 - £100 

3200. Marklin Ref 201 No.1 Clockwork Motor with black finished side plates and key. Excellent in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £60 

3201. Marklin Catalogue Reference 201 No.1 Clockwork Motor with red side plates and green levers. Good Plus to Excellent 
with key in Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £60 

3202. Marklin Ref 202 No.2 Clockwork Motor with black finish side plates. Includes key, Good Plus to Excellent in Poor box. 

 £100 - £140 

3203. Marklin No.2 Clockwork Motor with red side plates and green levers. Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus box. 

 £100 - £140 

3204. Marklin or similar Electric 110/125 volt Motor mounted on baseplate with pulley style wheel. Overall Excellent contained 
in period box with label to one end. 

 £40 - £60 

Marklin Steam Engines 

3205. Marklin Ref 401 over type Steam Engine with parts in black, green and red. Overall condition generally Excellent in Fair 
box and includes screwdriver, filler and associated items. 

 £150 - £200 

3206. Marklin Vertical Steam Engine mounted on a cast base measuring 10cm square and finished in green and lined in 
yellow with 65cm flywheel and single cylinder. Complete with burner in period box but without lid. 

 £120 - £160 

3207. Marklin Convertible Live Steam Engine, horizontal/upright stationary engine. Can be used as a 4-wheel Tractor, 7cm 
flywheel, detachable chimney, chain drive to rear wheel and other features. Includes painted base in two-tone brown stamped 
to the underside Gamages London all contained in an original box with a number of additional parts including springs and other 
items. Overall Good Plus to Excellent all contained in a Fair box with a W Gamages to one box lid side. 

 £600 - £800 

Marklin Constructional Vehicles 
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3208. Marklin Ref 1101C Motor Car Chassis parts secured to backing board. Contents are Excellent to Excellent Plus in 
Excellent box. 

 £180 - £240 

3209. Marklin Catalogue Ref 1104P Limousine Constructional Car in two-tone green/cream. Parts secured to backing board. 
Contents Excellent in Fair box with Marklin leaflet. 

 £300 - £400 

3210. Marklin Catalogue Ref 1105L Lorry body/chassis in green and red. Parts attached to backing board, generally Good 
Plus to Excellent Plus in Fair tape boxed. 

 £300 - £400 

3211. Marklin Catalogue Ref 1107R Racing Car in red with cream mudguards. Overall Excellent to Excellent Plus 
non-powered (without clockwork motor). All contained in a Good Plus box with instructions. 

 £260 - £300 

3212. Marklin Catalogue Ref 1103 Steamline two-tone Car in light and dark grey blue. Overall Good Plus to Excellent with 
clockwork motor. 

 £300 - £400 

3213. Marklin Catalogue Ref 1108G Panzerwagen-Karosserie (Armoured Car) in camouflage colours with clockwork motor. 
Overall Excellent. 

 £300 - £400 

3214. Marklin Catalogue Ref 1106 Standard Petrol Tank Wagon with red body and standard emblems to door and tank sides. 
Finished in grey and green with clockwork motor. Some overpainting to roof and damage to standard roof advertising sign 
otherwise Good Plus. 

 £300 - £400 

Erector Sets 

3215. Gilbert/Erector Ref 10201 The Rocket Launcher Set, number of plated brass and coloured parts together with electric 
motor all contained in a printed tin box with instructions and parts list. Contents generally Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent tin 
box. 

 £50 - £100 

3216. Gilbert/Erector No.4 Outfit nickel collectors edition appears unused Near Mint to Mint box with copy instruction booklet, 
all contained in a tin box with Erector label to box lid. This is a new issue set. 

 £50 - £100 

3217. Gilbert Erector No.8 1/2 all Electric Set, appears unused Near Mint in Excellent tin box with label to one end and 
includes instruction booklet. 

 £70 - £100 

3218. Gilbert/Erector Set with parts in red, black, nickel and includes brassware with electric motor and other parts all 
contained in wooden box with lift out tray. Contents Near Mint in Excellent wooden box with "The New Erector" the world's 
greatest toy" label to box lid. 

 £80 - £120 
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3219. Gilbert/Erector No.8 1/2 Set with parts to build a 4-6-4 New York Central Loco and Tender as detailed on a pillar 
printed label to the inside of the box lid. Unchecked for completeness, parts generally Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent 
wooden box with "The New Erector" the world's greatest label to box lid. 

 £400 - £600 

3220. Gilbert/Erector large Construction Set with a number of parts in nickel, red and black including a large electric motor 
and parts to build a number of models. Contents are Good Plus to Excellent all contained in a large wooden box with "The New 
Erector" label to box lid. 

 £80 - £120 

3221. Gilbert/Erector No.12 1/2 The Master Builder Set which allows building of the mysterious "Walking Robot", appears 
unused Near Mint to Mint in Excellent tin box with erector label to one end. 

 £80 - £120 

Constructional Sets 

3222. Necavion (French) Craft Construction Set with parts in silver with RAF style roundels. Set unchecked for completeness 
but does include fuselage, wings, stays, nuts & bolts and other parts. Contents are generally Good to Good Plus in Good Plus 
box. 

 £80 - £100 

3223. Metalcraft (USA) pair of Sets consisting of 951 Spirit of St. Louis set that allows the builder to construct over 25 
different planes together with Set No.830 Spirit of St. Louis which allows the builder to construct 250 different aeroplanes. 
Contents are generally Good to Good Plus in Poor to Fair boxes.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

3224. Metalcraft (USA) pair of Zeppelin Construction Sets consisting of 961 with parts in red, green and nickel with 
instructions and joining details for the Lion Sport Hero Club together with Set No.962 larger sized are 100 Zeppelin Construction 
Set, parts in nickel and red many still attached to backing boards and includes instruction manual. An unusual pair of sets, 
contents generally Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (2) 

 £100 - £200 

3225. LR/EFEL (France) pair of Construction Sets consisting of a Standard LR Aeroplane Constructor Set together with an 
FEEL Construction with parts in red, green and blue with instruction leaflet. Contents generally Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to 
Good boxes.  (2) 

 £60 - £80 

3226. Walther (Germany) Stabil Metal Construction Sets including No.49M with a number of parts in nickel and blue, many 
still tied to backing boards and includes clockwork motor with instructions and product leaflet. Contents Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint in Excellent box with picture label to box lid being an Anniversary Set 1906 to 1956. The lot also includes Set 46KM with a 
number of parts including clockwork motor and instructions. Contents Good Plus in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (2) 

 £60 - £90 

3227. Walther (Germany) Stabil Metal Construction Set consisting of 51A with a number of parts together with 46KM with a 
number of parts to make a Military Gun, includes barrels, military figure and clockwork motor. Contents Good Plus to Excellent 
in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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3228. Walther (Germany) Stabil Metal Construction Sets consisting of 51A with nickel and brass parts, No.50 with a number 
of circular parts. Condition varies but generally Fair to Good Plus in Poor to Good boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £90 

3229. Kliptiko tinplate Construction Set with a number of parts including various length tubes, circular parts and others all 
contained in a wooden box with Kliptiko fitted to the top of the lid. Contents Good to Good Plus in Good box. 

 £20 - £40 

3230. Continental Construction Sets consisting of Storkys (Switzerland) Alpha (Germany) K1 Construction Set, parts loose in 
set, Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent box. Alpha small size Military Construction Set and a Fahrzeug Baukasten Car 
Construction Sets with parts in nickel, some general damp to parts Fair to Good in Fair to Good boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

3231. Stanlo/Steel Worker Construction Sets consisting of a Stanlo No.7 parts similar to Dinky Builda type in grey and 
white/cream, contents Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus wooden hinged box. The lot also includes a quantity of steel worker 
construction parts. Good to Good Plus in none original box but does include part box lid.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3232. DUX (Dutch) pair of Airplane Constructor Sets consisting of 106A parts in silver, blue and red and includes engine, 
floats, wings and other parts together with a sheet of insignias. Included with lot is Set 106 complete with a pair of wings, 
wheels, spanners, screwdriver and instructions. Contents generally Good Plus in Poor to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £60 - £90 

3233. DUX (Holland) Demonstration Electrical Vehicle Chassis mounted on a wooden base measuring 25" x 5" (63cm x 
13cm approx). This 10-wheeled chassis is raised on either end which allows the chassis to rotate. There is a DUX to 20v 
transformer mounted on the front of the chassis with forward and reverse speed control on the top. The chassis finished in red 
with electric motor, various brass and nickel gears to operate the rear wheel drive. There is a DUX universal label to the centre 
of the display base. Would benefit from a light clean otherwise Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £260 - £300 

Tinplate & Plastic 

3234. Bartram (UK) "The Dan Dare Space Ship Builder" Building Set - similar to the contemporary Meccano of the period, 
comprising perforated metal sheets, strip, wheels, comes with a made-up model of a Rocket in silver and burgundy 
colours - Fair, unchecked for completeness, all is contained in a Fair illustrated box with "Space Model Blueprints" leaflet. 

 £80 - £120 

3235. Palitoy "Genuine Dan Dare Cosmic Ray Gun Tri-Beam" - very rare, comprising a yellow plastic battery operated gun 
with bulb to front lamp holder, moveable yellow bulb cover, red plastic trigger, untested and would benefit from further cleaning 
otherwise an Excellent Pus example, the gun being 6"/16cm long and comes in a Good Plus colourfully illustrated box with 
instructional printing to the card insert. 

 £150 - £200 
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3236. Nulli Secundus (UK) 1950's "Dan Dare Remote Control Helicopter" - scarce toy with aluminium Helicopter with battery 
operated rotating rotors, yellow plastic wheels, attached by tubing to a balanced Fulcrum and battery control box, untested but 
appears Good Plus, also included is a standard issue remote controlled Helicopter - blue, includes the helicopter and the 
battery operated control box, tubing and instructions - Good to Good Plus illustrated boxes with some instructions.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3237. Merit (Randall Limited UK) "Dan Dare Space Control Radio Station" - contains 2 x Walkie Talkie handsets, control unit 
with dials, buzzer, searchlight and space signal detector, untested but appears Excellent for display and does come with 
reproduction instruction book. All is contained in a Good Plus illustrated card box with inner packing piece. 

 £50 - £70 

3238. Merit (UK) "Dan Dare Space Control Radio Station" - battery operated set includes control unit, 2 x antennae, 2 x 
Walkie Talkie, searchlight, log book, space buzzer, untested and unchecked for completeness but generally Good for display 
and comes in a Fair to Good illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 

3239. Mettoy (UK) tinplate friction drive "Dan Dare Eagle Space Ship" - scarce 1950's example is red, with yellow to the 
underside, detailed tinprinting - minor nicks and scratches otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent with working motor. All is 
contained in a Fair illustrated card box, 9"/22cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

3240. Mettoy (UK) "Dan Dare Eagle Space Ship" - an unboxed tinplate friction drive example is red/yellow, friction drive motor 
in working order - Good Plus, 9"/22cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

3241. Merit (UK) "Dan Dare Rocket Gun" (safety model) - brown plastic construction, made to fire plastic darts, comes with 2 
darts fitted with rubber suckers, the spring loaded mechanism is in working order and the gun is generally Excellent for display 
being 10"/25cm long. All is contained in a Good Plus card box with colourfully illustrated lid and inner card packaging. 

 £60 - £70 

3242. Merit (UK) "Space Pilot 3-colour Supersonic Gun" - black plastic battery operated gun, with red front screw on lamp, 
green fittings, untested but appears Excellent for display and comes in a Fair to Good card box with illustrated lid and 
informative card insert. The gun is 9"/23cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

3243. Merit (UK) "Space Pilot 3-colour Supersonic Gun with High Frequency Resonator" - battery operated plastic gun is 
black, with screw-on plastic lamp holder (cracked around screw thread), untested but otherwise Good for display and comes in 
a Fair illustrated box with instructional insert and (torn) colourfully illustrated lid. 

 £30 - £50 

3244. Merit (UK) Dan Dare "Space Projector with Dan Dare Film" - scarce 1950's toy featuring a silver plastic pistol shaped 
projector with spring loaded trigger, made to view film strips, comes with a separate box with celluloid space film strip and a 
catalogue of additional films that were available at the time - Near Mint in a Good Plus illustrated box with inner card insert, the 
gun is 7"/18cm long. 

 £40 - £60 
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3245. Martin Lucas Limited (Lancashire UK) a pair of "Assemble your own Eagle Projector" Outfits - sets each comprise a tin 
with removable lid with label featuring Dan Dare Image and parts to make a Bakelite plastic projector, one set includes the inner 
packaging and a Dan Dare Film, the other includes an instruction slip - unchecked for completeness but the contents are 
otherwise Fair including packaging. Also included is a further Eagle Projector Construction Kit comprising components to make 
a Bakelite plastic projector, unchecked for completeness but comes with various films including Revolt of the Slaves, PC49, 
Gun Law, Battle in Space and others - Good including a Good tinplate case together with outer cardboard carton and label.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

3246. Lucas Limited a pair of Eagle battery operated Bakelite plastic projector sets - each set contains a projector, with Mini 
Cine transformer adaptor (UNTESTED). Each set has a selection of celluloid type films - to include Muffin the Mule, Prudence 
Kitten, War on Venus, Curious Creatures and others - both sets are unchecked for completeness but appear Good for display, 
each projector is 6"/15cm long and each is contained in a Fair card box with hinged lid.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 

3247. Lucas (UK) "Eagle Projector" - 1950's projector set comprising Bakelite plastic projector, Mini Cine transformer adaptor 
(UNTESTED), together with a selection of 16 film strips including PC49 and The Circus Mystery, Indians on the Warpath, Dam 
Dare Strikes Back, together with a printed Lucas Limited Postcard, a Mini Cine Film list leaflet and instruction book - Good 
including card box with hinged lid. 

 £30 - £50 

3248. Merit (UK) "Dan Dare Planet Gun" - plastic spring loaded is red, with black barrel, spring loaded mechanism in working 
order and comes with 3 x rotary spinning missiles, the gun is 4.5"/12cm long and all is contained in a Fair card box with 
illustrated lid. 

 £30 - £40 

3249. Merit (UK) "Dan Dare 2-way Walkie Talkie Sets" - comes with 2 x black plastic Walkie Talkie handsets plus cable and 
associated plugs, unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent together with instruction slip and a Good illustrated box. 

 £30 - £50 

3250. Merit (UK) Space Pilot 3-colour Supersonic Gun - black plastic battery operated gun, with screw-on red lamp, untested 
but generally Excellent for display and comes in a Fair to Good illustrated box with yellow card insert. 

 £30 - £40 

3251. Dan Dare Space Pilot 3-colour Supersonic Gun - black plastic battery operated Gun with red lamp, produced by J&L 
Randall Limited (Merit UK) - Excellent Plus for display although the item is untested and comes in a Good card box with 
illustrated lid and detailed card insert, the box is dated 1948. 

 £30 - £40 

3252. Jetex "Space Ship Kit Powered with Jetex Rocket Motor" - comprising various pre-formed card, balsa wood and other 
parts to produce a model Rocket Ship, together with Jetex components including The Rocket HT50 Motor, unchecked for 
completeness but does include 2 large illustrated instruction charts for the rocket ship and launching pad - the contents are 
generally Fair to Good and contained in a Fair (torn) illustrated box, a scarce kit which is produced "by kind permission of 
Hulton Press Limited". 

 £70 - £90 
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3253. A group of Dan Dare 1950's plastic accessories, with film strip attached to interior - untested but otherwise Good Plus 
for display, 6"/15cm high, also included are 2 x Selcol Dan Dare Vision Master Telescopes in silver and red (one lacks 
eyepiece), together with Dan Dare plastic Field Binoculars (some damage caused through Poor storage to the box) - otherwise 
Fair to Good in Poor to Good packaging. Also included is an Eagle Eye miniature Dan Dare Viewer - Good Plus in an Excellent 
illustrated box with a selection of film strips, plus a Fair diecast "Dan Dare Cap Firing Space Gun" in metallic red (with a repro 
box).  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

3254. A group of Dan Dare 13" x 9" Jigsaw Puzzles - each has been produced "by permission" and include the Anastasia 
Approaches a Space Station, 2 x Dan and Sandor Capture a Space Ship and 2 x Interplanetary Space Fleet Headquarters 
coloured images, also included is a Chad Valley Dan Dare Interplanetary Domino Set - comprising printed card dominos - all 
are unchecked for completeness but appear Good in Fair to Good illustrated card boxes.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

3255. Dan Dare a group of made-up Jigsaw Puzzles - ideal for display, to include 200 piece Theydon “Rescue in Space", a 
Peter Pan Series "Dan Dare Approaches Venus" assembled within the box and another similar (see photo) - Good including 2 x 
boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3256. Dan Dare a group of Jigsaws and boxed Games - to include Waddingtons 452 circular Jigsaw Puzzle, Chad Valley 
Dan Dare Draughts with scoreboard and wooden counters, Chad Valley Interplanetary Dominoes and a Glevum Games (UK) 
Space Shooting Game - unchecked for completeness but appear Good including illustrated boxes, together with a "Dan Dare 
Pilot of the Future" Book with popup foldout images as the pages are turned - Good.  (5) 

 £30 - £50 

3257. Dan Dare a group of Games - to include Chad Valley Interplanetary Dominoes, in unused condition still attached to 
printed card, Waddingtons circular Jigsaw Puzzle 452, 2 x Dan Dare Playing Card Games, Eagle Stationery containing various 
envelopes and writing paper together with an Eagle "Happy Box" compendium - unchecked for completeness but appear Fair to 
Good including illustrated boxes.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

3258. Waddingtons Press-out Books for making card models of (1) The Dan Dare Space Ship and (2) Anastasia The Dan 
Dare Jet Plane - both books appear to be intact and the models are unmade, each also comes with informative text, when 
made the models are approx 18" in length - Good Plus to Excellent.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3259. Dan Dare a group of model related Books - to include Waddingtons Presso "Anastasia Dan Dare's Jet Plane" large 
book contained press-out card parts to make 18 1/4" models - Excellent. Also included is the Eagle Book of Model Aircraft circa 
1959 and the Eagle Book of Model Boats circa 1960 - each has approx 64-pages with illustrations and plans - Fair to Good.  
(3) 

 £40 - £50 

3260. Mettoy 7020 "Space Bagatelle" - British made clear plastic Bagatelle with spring loaded trigger, comes with 5 x white 
and black balls, plus 2 x pegs, features images from the series including some of the characters, 12"/30cm high - Excellent and 
comes in a Good card box. 

 £30 - £50 

3261. Eagle a group of plastic model Aircraft and Warship assembly kits from the 1950's - 1 to 200th scale Warships include 
HMS Warspite, Altmark and Admiral Scheer. 1/96th scale aircraft kits comprise Supermarine Spitfire Mk.9 and Gloster Whittle 
Jet Plane - unchecked for completeness but none appear to have been started and are otherwise Good to Excellent including 
illustrated boxes.  (5) 

 £20 - £30 
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3262. Dan Dare a group of Creative and Colouring Toys - to include Eagle Junorite Stencil Outfit with brushes and 4 x glass 
bottles, 2 x Mettoy Hobby Crafts "Oil painting by Numbers" sets - one with Golden Eagle image and the other Space Ship 
Away - varying amounts of the use and the contents are unchecked for completeness otherwise Fair to Good including 
packaging. Also included is an Tuck's Dan Dare transfer book - containing a group of Water Slide transfers featuring characters 
from the stories - Good.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3263. Dan Dare a group of Stamp Albums and other Games - to include a pair of ACE Stamp Albums with alternative images 
to the cover, one contains a variety of stamps, the other appears unused. Also included is an Eagle World Transport, Space 
and other Passport Folder, a Dan Dare Treasure Hunt Game, another Eagle Passport Folder with all 4 supplements and a 
"Happy Box" Compendium - unchecked for completeness but spear Good.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

3264. A group of mostly recent issue Dan Dare related items - to include "The Dan Dare Biography" published by Orion 
Books in 2010, Corgi Eagle a pair of 2 vehicle Classic Van sets, Dan Dare Pilot of the Future Dragon Collectables Jigsaw 
Puzzle (still sealed in cellophane), "Plavi" Eastern European 1960 Comic for "Den Deri!", The Horklicks Spaceman's handbook, 
various postcards, 2 x Waddingtons Anastasia Jet Plane cut-out card model book (used), a Haynes Dan Dare Space Fleet 
Operations Manual, a 1989 Calendar, Playing Cards and other items - Good to Excellent.  (12+ postcards) 

 £30 - £40 

3265. Life-Sized Bust of Dan Dare, believed to have been commissioned by the vendor and produced by John Fowler in 
2000 - constructed probably of resin, depicts the uniformed Dan Dare with collar and tie and peaked hat, rank marking to his 
epaulettes - Excellent, 23"/58cm high. 

 £80 - £120 

3266. A group of "Eagle" Comics including 1st Issue Volume 1 No.1 from the 14th April 1950 - comprising 2 x "Eagle" bound 
folders containing 2 years worth of issues from 14th April 1950 No.1 issue up to 4th April 1952 Volume 2 No.52 issue. Also 
included are a full years worth of loose issues covering the period January to December 1960 Volume 11 and a number of 
loose Eagle Comics from various years around the 1950's - conditions vary from Poor to Good.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3267. Eagle of group of Games and other Dan Dare Novelties - to include Eagle indoor games "Space Fleet" leaflet, Free 3-D 
Spectacles and 16-page Book (an Eagle free gift), a Dan Dare Aircraft Identification Disc, Picture Card Album with picture cards 
attached, Pepys Party Games Dan Dare Treasure Hunt Space Ship Game and a number of Pilots of the Future leaflets and 
postcards. Also in this lot are a group of vintage Dan Dare "Secret Inc" container, an Eagle tinplate Fishing Can by Chad Valley, 
several tinplate and plastic Dan Dare Brochures and lapel badges - Fair to Excellent interesting lot.  (17) 

 £20 - £40 

3268. Day 2 Day Trading 12" Dan Dare "Pilot of the Future" figure - dressed in a red suit with gold coloured helmet - Near 
Mint, of recent limited edition production and comes in an Excellent window box with illustrated sleeve. Also included is a resin 
Garage Art style figure of "The Mekon", an arch enemy of Dan Dare and Ruler of the Treens - Good and comes in a plain 
cardboard box.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3269. Dan Dare a group of Guns and Vehicle - to include 2 x Lone Star diecast Cap Firing Space Guns, a Crescent (UK) 
plastic Atomic Jet Gun and a Corgi Dan Dare Futuristic vehicle - Fair to Good.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

3270. Dan Dare Space Ship Builder - a group of loose metal components - to include silver, green and brick red parts, comes 
with a blue print leaflet - unchecked for completeness but appear generally Fair.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 
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3271. Shackleton (UK) large mechanical Foden FG Tipper Lorry - circa 1950, dark blue with red wings, grey chassis, 
clockwork motor and winding gear in working order, comes with key and winding handle, opening tailgate to the rear, some 
marks to the top of the cab and the sides of the tipping body but otherwise overall a Good Plus to Excellent bright example 
which comes in a Fair (torn) card box together with winding handle, key, towing hitch and maintenance instructions leaflet, 
11"/28cm long. 

 £260 - £320 

3272. Shackleton Dyson 4-wheel Trailer - made to go with the Foden Model Lorries, blue flat bed with grey chassis, red 
mudguards, some fading of the flatbed - otherwise a Fair example which comes in a yellow and red card box lacking most of its 
end flaps. 

 £50 - £70 

3273. Shackleton (UK) mechanical Foden FG 6-wheel Flatbed Lorry - grey, with red wings, the front axle is broken but a 
replacement is supplied and comes with wheel, spanner, steering rod and towing hitch, unchecked for completeness but 
appears Good for display although needing some repair to the front axle. The model is supplied with the maintenance 
instruction leaflet and comes in a Fair illustrated box. 

 £150 - £200 

3274. Shackleton Foden FG diecast clockwork Tipping Lorry - dark blue with red wings and grey chassis, lacks key but 
includes the winding handle for the tipping body, would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise overall Good for display and 
comes in a Poor to Fair card box. 

 £200 - £260 

3275. Shackleton scarce screwdriver accessory - with brass fluted handle as supplied to only a few of the early models, 
comes with a winding handle accessory together with reproduction informative leaflet with parts list and a copy of the Modellers 
World Shackleton magazine article.  (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

3276. France Jouets Citroen tinplate battery operated vintage Car circa 1960's - produced by the Citroen Motor Company, 
yellow tinplate body, with plastic wheels, steerable to the front, electric motor to underside, untested but otherwise Fair to Good 
for display - Fair to Good, 13"/32cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

3277. Motorised Birmingham City Double Deck Tram model - appears to be approx 7mm scale although the gauge of the 
wheels is approx 25mm, finished in dark blue and cream, some loose fittings to interior and the staircases and other external 
parts require reattachment - otherwise a Fair to Good impressive example, 9.5"/24cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

3278. Triang Minic 18M pre-war Vauxhall Town Coupe - scarce example is grey, with black wings, Shell Petrol Can to 
running board, the roof has been overpainted black but the motor is in working order. Also included is a Dustbin Lorry with 
green standard cab and a Tractor with Caterpillar Tracks - Fair to Good.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3279. Schuco Varianto a large group of Accessories - to include bridge sections, plastic and tinplate roadway sections, 
tinplate tunnel, various wires and connecting rods, together with a number of Schuco Varianto leaflets - Fair.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

3280. Schuco Varianto pair of unboxed tinplate clockwork vehicles - to include Shell Tanker - yellow/red 3046 and 3043 
Ambulance - beige and both have motors in working order - Good to Good Plus.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 
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3281. Schuco a pair of boxed Varianto tinplate clockwork vehicles (1) 3041 Limo - powder blue and (2) 3047 Fire 
Engine - red with silver plastic ladder accessories, no keys but with motors in working order - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair 
to Good card boxes together with a Varianto leaflet. 

 £40 - £50 

3282. Schuco Varianto 3042 Lasto Lorry and scarce Trailer - light blue tinplate cab with grey plastic rear body together with a 
matching plastic trailer, would benefit from detailed cleaning. Also included is Varianto box 3010/30 tinplate Garage with 
opening doors at either end - green with brown corrugated roof, together with an illustrated leaflet about the Varianto 
system - Good.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

3283. Chad Valley Ubuilda tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - red, with wheeled Escape Ladder, some loose parts need 
reattaching otherwise Fair to Good. 

 £20 - £30 

3284. Ubilda (Burnett Limited UK) tinplate clockwork made-up model of the Royal Scot 460 Locomotive in O Gauge with 
Tender - finished in LMS red with black trim, no key but the motor is in working order, light age related wear but overall an 
Excellent example for display and comes with a Fair box with colourfully illustrated lid, 18"/46cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

3285. Ubilda (Chad Valley UK) tinplate Locomotive Kit - contains parts to build a clockwork O Gauge 442 Tank Locomotive, 
unchecked for completeness but appears Good including illustrated box. 

 £30 - £50 

3286. Ubilda tinplate "working model of the Tower Bridge" - unchecked for completeness but includes both towers, bridge 
parts, nuts & bolts etc, circa 1930's, claimed to be a replica of that purchase by Her Majesty the Queen at the British Industries 
Fair in 1932 - overall Good Plus for display and comes in a Fair card box with some strengthening repairs to the lid. 

 £60 - £80 

3287. Burnett (Chad Valley UK) made-up model of a Ubilda Sports Car - light blue/cream with balloon wheels, lacks the rear 
spare wheel - otherwise generally Good. Also included is a contemporary 1930's leaflet depicting the Burnett tinplate toy range. 

 £30 - £50 

3288. Tinplate clockwork model of an Airship - of unconfirmed European manufacturer, with cloud effect to the body, fitted 
with balloon wheels, clockwork motor in working order driving lower propeller and wheels - a Good Plus scarce example, 
10"/24cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

3289. Pocher unmade 1/8th scale kit for an Alfa Romeo 8C 2300 Coupe "Dinner Jacket" - unchecked for completeness but 
the contents appear Good and comes in an illustrated card box. 

 £150 - £200 

3290. Pocher (Italy) "Bugatti type 50T 1933" 1/8th scale unmade kit of plastic and metal parts - unchecked for completeness 
but the contents appear Good to Good Plus and come in a Fair illustrated box. 

 £160 - £220 
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3291. Pocher (Italy) "Bugatti 50T Surprofile 1932" 2-door Sports Car - kits of parts to make a 1/8th scale large scale model, 
unchecked for completeness but the box contains assorted metal and plastic parts for assembly and appears Good to Good 
Plus and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £160 - £220 

3292. Pocher (Italy) "Rolls Royce Torpedo Cabriolet Phantom II of 1934" - kit of parts to build an impressive 1/8th scale 
model of this famous car, unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Good to Good Plus and come in a Good 
illustrated box. 

 £160 - £220 

3293. Pocher (Italy) "500K-AK Cabriolet of 1935" - large kit of parts to build a 1/8th scale model of this famous car, the kit is 
unchecked for completeness but the many plastic and metal components inside are still in plastic bags and are generally 
Excellent, all is contained in an Excellent illustrated box still with the outer cardboard mailing carton. 

 £200 - £300 

3294. Heller (France) "Citroen 15 Six Traction Avant" - large kit of parts to build a 1/8th scale model of this 4-door 
Saloon - the large box is still sealed in manufacturers cellophane - Near Mint in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £80 - £100 

3295. Heller Humbrol large 1/8th scale kit of plastic parts to build a 1/8th scale model of the Citroen 15 Six Traction Avant 
4-door Saloon - unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Good Plus to Excellent and come in a Good illustrated 
box. Also in this lot is a plastic container containing additional plastic parts for the Heller 1/8th scale Citroen Kit.  (qty) 

 £60 - £80 

3296. Amati (Italy) large 1/8th scale kit for a Ferrari Arno XI Timossi Racing Boat - unusual kit featuring plastic metal and 
mahogany components to build this vessel, unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Good Plus and are contained 
in a Good Plus illustrated box with paperwork including instructions. 

 £50 - £70 

3297. Schuco large 1/72nd scale diecast model of a Dornier DOX 6-engined Flying Boat Aircraft of 1929 - of recent limited 
edition production - impressive model comes with plastic display and is unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint including illustrated card box and inner packaging and also comes with the outer cardboard mailing carton. 

 £80 - £120 

3298. Marklin 1980 large tinplate clockwork model of a Junkers JU52 3-engined Airliner - of recent limited edition production, 
would benefit from further cleaning due to storage and the clockwork is a little slow, may require lubrication otherwise Excellent 
for display including illustrated card box and inner packaging. 

 £150 - £200 

3299. Marklin 19031 tinplate clockwork 1930's 2-door Coupe - of recent limited edition production, finished in light green with 
beige roof, clockwork motor in working order and wired for electric lights, would benefit from further polishing - otherwise 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Good card box with inner packaging. 

 £100 - £150 

3300. Marklin tinplate clockwork Mercedes Racing Car limited edition production, small piece of rubber missing from one of 
the rear tyres and would benefit from cleaning - otherwise Excellent Plus and comes in a Fair to Good presentation box with 
hinged lid. 

 £60 - £80 
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3301. Distler Electromatic 7500 Porsche tinplate model Car - a recently produced reissue of this 1950's Sports Car, untested 
but appears Near Mint - finished in black with white interior seating and comes in an Excellent presentation case with hinged lid, 
certificate and instruction book. 

 £100 - £150 

3302. Distler Electromatic 7500 Porsche tinplate battery operated Sports Car - circa 1950's, finished in red, with grey interior 
seating and tinplate tonneau cover, slight retouching to the rear tonneau cover and small scratched to the front wing but does 
have a clean battery compartment and is otherwise Excellent Plus and comes in a Good Plus illustrated box with ignition key, 
10"/25cm long. 

 £200 - £260 

3303. Distler (Germany) Electromatic 7500 Porsche Opentop Sports Car - tinplate battery operated model circa 1950's is light 
green, with red interior seating, steerable front wheels, some very small marks here and there - otherwise an Excellent Plus 
bright example, 10"/26cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box with repro ignition key. 

 £200 - £260 

3304. CMC 1/18th scale diecast model of a 1938-1939 Auto Union type D Racing Car - silver, with racing number 4 - Near 
Mint to Mint including packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

3305. CMC 1/18th scale diecast model of a 1936-37 Auto Union type C Racing Car - silver - Near Mint to Mint including 
packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

3306. CMC 1/24th scale diecast model of a 1938 to 40 Audi Series No.3 920 Cabriolet - two-tone brown upper and cream 
lower - Near Mint to Mint including packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

3307. Brooklin Models 1/50th scale white metal model of a 1933 Holland Coach Craft Van - in black "Collars Limited" 
livery - Near Mint to Mint including packaging. 

 £60 - £80 

3308. Brooklin Models 1/50th scale white metal model of a 1933 Holland Coach Craft Van in the company’s own red 
livery - Near Mint to Mint including packaging. 

 £60 - £80 

3309. Marklin (Germany) 11400 tinplate model of the "Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin" - silver, with black printed detail, 24"/60cm 
long - Near Mint in a Good (slightly water stained) card box with inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £60 - £70 

3310. Vintage Nut & Bolt model of an Airship, possibly constructed from the Dan Dare Space Ship Builder Construction sets 
made by Bartram's, using silver perforated sheet, may be incomplete, a Fair basis for some restoration, 21"/51cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

3311. Matchbox, Airfix, Monogram and other assorted plastic vintage Aircraft Kits - 1/72nd Kits comprise Matchbox Dornier 
DO-X, ICM TB-3 Soviet Heavy Bomber and Ilya Muroments Aircraft, Airfix Ford 5-AT Tri-Motor and others including 2 x 
Monogram 1/77th scale Ford Tri-motor - unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Good to Good Plus in Fair to 
Good illustrated boxes.  (7) 

 £30 - £50 
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3312. Matchbox, Airfix, Revell and other assorted plastic Aircraft Kits - to include Matchbox Puma, Airfix Short Sunderland 
Flying Boat, Hasegawa McDonnell Douglas Phantom II and Maquette (Russia) Ilya Muromets Aircraft - all in 1/72nd scale. Also 
included are a Revell Fairey Rotodyne 1/78th scale plastic kit and others by Monogram - unchecked for completeness but the 
contents appear Good to Excellent in Good to Good Plus packaging (3 kits still have cellophane covering).  (7) 

 £30 - £50 

3313. Tamiya, Emhar and other 1/35th scale Military Tank Kits - to include Tamiya Mk.IV Male WW1 British Tank motorised 
kit. Also included are Takom Mk.IV Female Heavy Tank and Mk.IV Tadpole, together Emhar Mk.4 Tadpole Tank with rear motor 
and a Pronto Models (Italy) Fiate 3000 Tank - contents are unchecked but appear Good to Excellent including illustrated boxes.  
(5) 

 £40 - £60 

3314. Airfix and Takom assorted Military Tank Kits - 1/35th scale models include Takom Mk.IV Male WW1 Tank and St. 
Chamond late type French Heavy Tank and a Meng Char 2C French Super Heavy Tank. Also included are an Airfix 1/76th 
scale WW1 Male Tank Mk.1 and a Female Tank - unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Good Plus to Excellent 
including illustrated boxes.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

3315. Airfix a group of assorted Aircraft Kits - 1/72nd kits include 2 x Fairey Rotodyne, 2 x Ford Tri-Motor, Model World of 
Airfix 2 Kit Historical Set and another Vintage Fairey Rotodyne (appears to have been started) - otherwise the contents which 
are unchecked for completeness are Fair to Good including packaging.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

3316. Airfix a pair of 1/12th scale Kits for the 1930 Bentley 4 1/2 litre Supercharged Racing Car - one appears to have been 
started and both are unchecked for completeness but do come with some literature - otherwise the contents are Fair including 
the illustrated boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3317. Otaki (Japan) 1/16th scale model of the Lamborghini Miura P400 Bertone - the contents are unchecked for 
completeness but do include the electric motor and gears together with instruction sheet - Good Plus to Excellent in a Good 
illustrated box - a scarce kit. 

 £30 - £50 

3318. A group of 1/124th scale Sports Car plastic kits - comprising Gunze Sangyo Japanese Kits for the Ferrari 250 GTO 
Competition Car and the Messerschmitt KR200 Bubble Car. Also included is a Protar (Italy) 1/24th scale kit for the Mercedes 
Benz RW196 F1 World Champion 1954 to 55 driven by Fangio - unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Good 
Plus to Excellent in Good Plus illustrated boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3319. Tamiya, Revell, Roden and other assorted Military Figures and Vehicles - to include Tamiya 1/35th scale British 
Infantry Equipment and a 1/48th scale Citroen Traction Staff Car, an Airfix "Ole Bil" 1/32nd scale Military Converted General 
Bus Kit, a Roden 1/35th scale British Armoured Car 1914, Mini Art Horsedrawn Field Kitchen and others including a Roden 
Gotha Biplane and others - unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good assorted 
boxes.  (9) 

 £40 - £60 
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3320. Faller, Mini Art, Langley and other assorted Kits - to include an Ocio Creativo model of a Tibidabo Single Decker 
Tramcar - of wooden construction with metal components, appears to be made for 45mm Gauge Track and is still sealed in 
cellophane - Near Mint including packaging. Also included are Langley Miniature Models Building Kits for a Stone Warehouse 
and a Brick Factor in OO Railway scale to include a similar Faller Kit in HO scale for a windmill. Also included are 1/35 Mini Art 
Kit for tram support and street lamp accessories and a cobbled roadway base with tramline from the diorama 
series - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good Plus including assorted packaging.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

3321. Wills Finecast 3/8" to 1' scale "Showmans Engine" metal kit - contents are unchecked for completeness but appear 
Excellent in a Good card box with illustrated lid. 

 £30 - £40 

3322. 1/16th scale highly detailed Model Aircraft Kits - to include a model Airways Albertros DVA from 1917 Biplane with a 22 
1/2" wingspan and a Curtiss JN-4D Jenny Biplane - both consist of wooden frame parts and a large number of metal 
components, appear unstarted but the contents are unchecked for completeness - otherwise Excellent in Good illustrated boxes 
with some literature and plans. Also included is a Guillow's (USA) "Spirit of St Louis" 3/4" to 1' scale balsa wood aircraft 
kit - unchecked for completeness but appears Good including illustrated box.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

3323. A group of wooden Ship Building Kits and other components - to include Model Shipways (USA) wooden model kit for 
the 1841 New Bedford Whaling Bark and a 1/80th scale "King of the Mississippi" Paddle Steamer - contains wooden 
components and metal fittings - unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Excellent and come in Good illustrated 
boxes. Also included is a Billing Boats fittings set - containing a variety of brass and plastic model ship builders components 
including winch, life belts, propeller, lanterns and other items, unchecked but generally Good including card box with illustrated 
sleeve. Also included is a small quantity of wooden and metal fittings for the model boat builder in a box for the steam towboat 
Taurus which are generally Fair.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

3324. Matchbox 1/72nd scale "Flower Class Corvette" 82cm plastic model of this well known warship - unchecked for 
completeness but many components are still contained in plastic bags, includes instruction book - contents are otherwise Good 
Plus and come in a Fair illustrated box. Also included is a 1/72nd scale Vosper Fast Patrol Boat Kit by Tamiya which has been 
started and is therefore unchecked for completeness but otherwise Fair including illustrated box and instruction book.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3325. Hasegawa (Japan) a pair of large 1/8th scale highly detailed Aircraft Kits - comprising Royal Aircraft Factory SE5A  
WW1 British Fighter and a Hasegawa 1/8th scale Fokke DR1 as flown by the Red baron Von Richthofen - each contain some 
wooden frame components together with plastic and metal fittings - unchecked for completeness but otherwise the contents 
appear Excellent in Fair to Good Plus boxes, the Fokker also has the outer cardboard mailing carton.(2) 

 £30 - £50 

3326. Large scale wooden Boat Kits a group - to include Sanson Spanish made Tug Boat 1/50th scale, Anfora (Spain) Ictineo 
II 1/24th scale wooden Submarine and Nordic SS Mariefred Paddle Steamer - unchecked for completeness but the contents 
appear Good Plus to Excellent and come in Good illustrated boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

3327. Tamiya 1/12th scale Porsche Turbo RSR type 934 from the Big Scale Series - unchecked for completeness but the 
contents appear Excellent and all is contained in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £50 - £70 

3328. Tamiya 1/12th scale Lola T-70 Mk.3 Sports Car from the Big Scale Series - the kit has been started and the 
components are unchecked for completeness - otherwise a Fair scarce kit from their Big Scale Series. 

 £40 - £60 
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3329. Protar (Italy) 1/12th scale model of a Fiat 806S 1500cc Racing Car, unchecked for completeness but includes plastic 
and metal components including diecast body parts - otherwise Good including illustrated box with instruction book. 

 £30 - £40 

3330. Trumpeter (China) 1/12th scale Ford GT40 Mk.2 large scale plastic car kit - unchecked for completeness but the 
contents appear Good Plus and all is contained in an Excellent illustrated box with instruction book. 

 £30 - £50 

3331. Tamiya and Airfix a group of larger scale Car Kits - to include Tamiya 1/10th scale Super Champ radio control 
Racer - this kit has been started and may be incomplete - Fair including illustrated box. Also included is a Tamiya 1/12th scale 
Lotus 49B Ford F1 big scale plastic Racing Car kit together with an Airfix 1/24th scale Ferrari 250 GTO - both kits have plastic 
components which are unchecked but appear Good Plus to Excellent and come in Fair to Good illustrated boxes with 
instruction books.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

3332. Italeri and AMT a pair of large scale Car Kits - to include Italeri 1/12th scale Fiat Mefistofele Racing Car and an AMT 
1/12th scale plastic kit for a 1937 Cord 812 Supercharge Convertible Coupe the completed model would be over 16" long - both 
contain a quantity of plastic components which are unchecked for completeness but appear Good Plus to Excellent and come 
in Fair to Good Plus illustrated boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3333. Heller (France) a group of 1/24th scale Buses and Commercial Vehicle Kits - larger scale plastic kits comprise 2 x 
Renault TN6C Paris Bus and a Citroen C4 Delivery Van "Waterman" - unchecked for completeness but the contents appear 
Good Plus to Excellent, all have their instruction books and come in Good illustrated boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

3334. Tamiya a group of 1/12th scale Formula 1 big scale Racing Car Kits - to include Renault RE20 Turbo, Brabham 
BT44B, Team Lotus GPS Mk.III and a Ferrari 312 T4 - unchecked for completeness but the contents otherwise appear Good 
Plus to Excellent, all have their instruction books and come in Fair to Good Plus illustrated boxes.  (4) 

 £60 - £80 

3335. Tamiya a group of Big Scale Racing Car Kits - to include Tamiya Ferrari 312B and Ferrari 641/2 from the Big Scale 
Series together with a Heller RE20/23 Formula 1 Racer circa 1980 - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good 
Plus to Excellent and come with some instruction books, all is contained in Good to Good Plus illustrated boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3336. Protar (Italy) a group of 1/12th scale Racing Car Kits - to include Ferrari 126C2, Renault Turbo RE23 and McLaren 
MP4/2C of Alain Prost - unchecked for completeness but appear Good Plus to Excellent in Good illustrated boxes. Also 
included is a started kit for a Ferrari 312T - Fair including illustrated box.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

3337. Tamiya a group of 1/12th scale Formula 1 Racing Cars - to include Honda F1, Lotus 49 Ford F1, Lotus 49B Ford F1 
and Matra MS11 - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good Plus illustrated 
boxes with instruction books.  (4) 

 £60 - £80 

3338. Tamiya a group of 1/12th scale Formula 1 plastic Racing Car Kits - to include Ferrari 641/2, Ferrari 312T4, Honda 
RS273 and Matra MS11 - unchecked for completeness but the contents otherwise appear Good to Good Plus, most kits have 
their instruction books and all is contained in Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 
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3339. Protar 1/12th scale plastic model of a Ferrari F40 - unchecked for completeness but components are still sealed in 
plastic bags within the box and include the instruction book - otherwise Excellent in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £20 - £30 

3340. Total Model (Italy) 1/12th scale model of a Hispano Suiza Tulipwood from 1924 - unusual kit with resin components 
and a quantity of metal fittings including wheels and tyres, unchecked for completeness but appear Good Plus including card 
box with illustrated lid. 

 £30 - £40 

3341. BEC, Pirate and other assorted metal model Tram Kits - in OO Gauge BEC 12 E1 Class Car London Transport, 15 
Glasgow Standard Double Deck Car together with a Pirate Models 461 London Transport pre-war Trolleybus together with a 
GS Models for a London Transport LT Class Scooter 6-wheeled Single Decker Bus. Also included is a larger scale Ocio 
Creativo larger scale Single Decker Tramcar in 1/24th scale - containing wooden parts with cast metal fittings - unchecked for 
completeness but generally Good to Good Plus in assorted packaging.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

3342. Schuco (Germany) 5600 Elektro Radiant tinplate battery operated Aircraft in KLM "The Flying Dutchman" blue, white 
and silver livery, untested but does include the control cable, with 2 x pilots in the clear plastic cockpit - Near Mint to Mint, of 
recent limited edition production with certificate, all is contained in an Excellent card box with colourfully illustrated lid. 

 £150 - £200 

3343. Schuco (Germany) 5600 Elektro Radiant tinplate battery operated Airliner - of vintage production in white/blue/silver of 
the Lufthansa Airlines, some minor nicks and scratches and crack to the clear plastic cockpit canopy but otherwise a Good Plus 
to Excellent model with a 19"/48cm wingspan and comes in a Fair card box with illustrated lid and assembly instruction slip with 
steering wheel and cable. 

 £200 - £300 

3344. Schuco Varianto 3010 - set contains 2 vehicles 3042 Varianto Lasto and Varianto Limo 3041 - green together with a 
number of plastic roadway sections and control cable, unchecked for completeness but the contents are generally Good to 
Good Plus and include instruction book. 

 £70 - £90 

3345. Corgi Originals "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" replica of recent limited edition production - includes 4 x figures, wooden 
plinth and certificate - Near Mint including card box. 

 £60 - £80 

3346. Triang OO scale model Railways Lord of the Isles Loco and Tender - comprising 4-2-2 Locomotive in Great Western 
Railway green with brown underframe 354S and matching R37 6-wheeled Tender - Excellent in Good card boxes. Also 
included is a Parkside Dundas 7mm scale O Gauge Wagon Kit for a North Eastern Cattle Truck - unchecked for completeness 
but appears Excellent including card box.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3347. A group of plastic and white metal vehicle kits - white metal kits include a K's OO scale kit for a Great Western Railway 
Bulldog 4-4-0 Locomotive, Pirate Models 421 General Opentop Bus, AEC Bus, Gilford 168 Bus and a Pirate Guy Arab Double 
Decker. Plastic kits include an Airfix MG Magnette, Ratio Trackside Water Tower together with 3 x Keilkraft Tram Kits and a 
Roden British Armoured Car - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good to Excellent in Fair to Good packaging.  
(11) 

 £40 - £60 
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3348. Corgi 48 Pinder Circus Gift Set - containing Human Cannon Wagon, Land Rover, Chevrolet Van, 2 x Trailers, Animals 
and other plastic components - unchecked for completeness and would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise the contents 
are generally Good Plus to Excellent, all is contained in a Fair window box (no cellophane). 

 £30 - £40 

3349. "The Marchioness of Lorne" a large kitbuilt model of this well known Clyde Steam Paddle Boat - the original ship was 
built in 1935 for the LMS Railway and was used on the Holy Loch Ferry Route due her manoeuvrability. The model has been 
nicely built using a fibre glass hull and wooden decking and superstructure etc, comes with approx 1/32nd scale figures to the 
deck and includes many details including mast, winch, benches, capstan, flag, lamps etc, has previously been used as an 
electrically powered model but is now untested, fitted with a rotary paddle to each side - a Good Plus impressive display model 
which comes on a wooden stand with carrying straps, approx 60"/150cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

3350. Plastic kitbuilt model of the 1869 Sailing Ship "Cutty Sark" - is loose within its cabinet from its stand - otherwise appear 
to made to a Good standard and comes in a 24" long display cabinet with glazed from - Fair to Good. 

 £15 - £20 

3351. Corgi a group of Steam models from the Golden Age of Steam diecast series - to include Sentinel Platform Wagon and 
Trailer United Africa and Charringtons, Foden Steam Tanker Wagon Ind Coupe, Fowler B6 Crane Engine and a Foden 
Dropside Steam Lorry with 2 x Trailers "Fuller's" plus 2 x empty boxes - Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus packaging.  (5 
plus 2 empty boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

3352. Britains and Matchbox diecast unboxed models a group - to include Dinky Toys Refuse Lorry, Dublo Dinky Royal Mail 
Van, Matchbox Routemaster Bus, Trolleybus, ERF Tanker, Horsedrawn Bus, together with Britains Dumper Truck, Tipping 
Trailer, Ford 5000 Tractor and others - Fair.  (30+) 

 £30 - £40 

3353. Corgi Classics a group of Chipperfield Circus Lorries and Sets - to include AEC Cage Truck and Trailer, Land Rover 
Morris Minor Pick-up Thames Trader and Fire Engine Set, Scammell Highwayman Trailer and Caravan, ERF with Articulated 
Cage Trailer and Animals, Mary Chipperfields Horses, Foden Articulated Tank Trailer and Scammell with Cannon - Excellent to 
Near Mint in Good packaging. Also included are 6 x empty boxes for other models in the range.  (7 boxed models plus 6 empty 
boxes) 

 £70 - £90 

3354. Corgi Classics a group of Showman's Range of Fairground Trucks - to include Atkinson and Foden Pole Lorries, 
Silcock's Leyland Dodgem Truck and Caravan, AEC Pole Truck with Trailer, Scammell with Trailer and Caravan and a 
Highwayman Crane, Scammell with Dodgem Trailer and a Leyland 8-wheeled Flatbed - Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to 
Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £80 - £100 

3355. French Dinky Toy copy models reproduction Gift Set 24 "Voitures Automobiles" - comprising a repro gift set box with 
white metal copies of various pre-war Dinky Toy Cars (see photo) - Fair. 

 £40 - £60 

3356. A group of restored Dinky Fodens and Corgi Classic Circus and Showmans Vehicles - unboxed Corgi Classics 
comprise AEC Bus, Caravan, Bedford Articulated Horse Box and Booking Office, 2 x Chipperfields 8-wheeled Lorries and a 
Scammell Crane. Also included are professionally restored Foden 2nd Cab Chain Lorry, Regent Tanker and two-tone blue 1st 
Cab Tanker - Excellent Plus to Near Mint.  (11) 

 £60 - £80 
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3357. A group of professionally restored Dinky Toys Commercial vehicles - to include Bedford Pallet Jekta Van, Foden 
Mobilgas Tanker, Bedford Articulated Lorries in red and yellow, Heinz Beans Van, Guy Flat Truck with Tailboard, Double 
Decker Bus together with 4 x Austin Vans in Shell, Nestle's and BP livery, a Weetabix copy model of a pre-war Van and Horse 
Box - all have been done to a very high standard.  (150 

 £100 - £150 

3358. Corgi 1960's unboxed Chitty Chitty Bang Bang - includes side and rear plastic wings, together with 4 x figures - Good 
to Good Plus. 

 £50 - £60 

3359. Corgi Toys Chipperfield's Circus 6-wheeled International Crane Lorry with 3 x Circus Trailer including version with red 
sliding doors - the crane lorry has a small crack to side window - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent Plus.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

3360. Dinky Toys a pair of unboxed Commercial Vehicles in scarce colour variations (1) New Market Race Horse Transport 
Maudsley Horse Box - light grey/yellow including Supertoy hubs and a Bedford Refuse Lorry in lime green with cream ridged 
hubs, windows and black shutters - Good to Good Plus.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.
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